
Year 6

Home Learning

Theme: WHO LET THE GODS OUT?

Summer Term 2 - Week 4



English lesson 1

This week we are going to write a Greek 

myth. First, we would like you to read at least 

one for yourself. Here is one for you, but you 

can find others on the internet







English 2

Now you have read some myths, lets look at them in 

more detail.

Who were the main



English lesson 5



Maths lesson 1

LT: To calculate missing angles in quadrilaterals.

Quadrilaterals add up to 

360 degrees.

Example

100+95+60=255

360-255=105

Missing angle x equals 
105 degrees



Maths lesson 2

LT: To name parts of circles, including 

radius, diameter and circumference and to 

know the circumference is twice the radius.

Label the circle with

- radius

- diameter

- circumference

Example



Maths lesson 3

LT: To calculate the mean.

The mean is the total of the numbers divided by 
how many numbers there are.
•Add all the numbers together
•Divide by the number of numbers.
•6 + 3 + 100 + 3 + 13 = 125
•125÷ 5 = 25
•The mean is 25.
The mean is not always a whole number.



Maths lesson 4

Times table challenge

Record your time.

Can you beat 

it next time?

Ask a member of 

your household to read question 1 – 4.

Q1) 20 x 61 =

Q2) 91 x 10 =

Q3) 7 ÷ 500 =
Q4) What is the product of 8, 0 and 3?

3



Maths lesson 5

Arithmetic



Topic lesson 1 - French

LT: To build sentences in French to create 

new sentences.

Can you write your own 

sentence?

Je suis – I am

Example - Je suis une

institutrice.



Topic lesson 2 - French

LT: To use familiar words to create questions 

and sentences.



Answers - maths
Lesson 1

Lesson 2

Lesson 3



Answers - maths
Lesson 4

Lesson 5



Additional resource links

 https://ttrockstars.com/ (log in details were attached to the initial learning 

packs sent home)

 https://play.numbots.com/

 https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/dailylessons

 Purple Mash activities

1) Y6 SUM2 WK4 D1 - Quiz

2) Y6 SUM2 WK4 D2 – Quiz

3) Y6 SUM2 WK4 D3 – Quiz

https://ttrockstars.com/
https://play.numbots.com/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/dailylessons

